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rent a boat: +38 (067) 969-51-93
boat.st.andre@gmail.com hotel: +38 (067)
774-71-33 +38
rent a boat +38 067 969-51-93 boat.st.andregmail.com the hotel +38 067 774-71-33 +38 063
397-10-23 hotelstandre.com.ua The cost of the hotel rooms on the water, Saint Andrew The cost of
the hotel rooms on the water, Saint Andrew public holidays may change. Check prices and availability
by phone +3 8 067 774 71 33 +3 8 063 397 10 23 all special terms are negotiated separately room
shall be at least 1 day settlement 14.00 check-out 12.00 Elegant art-hotel on the ship Saint Andrew is
located in the historical center of Kiev Podol. The hotel is one of the oldest and most beautiful areas of
Kiev, which is 900 metres from Khreshchatyk main street of Kiev and 600 metres from the St.
Andrew's rock the very same street where was the most important architectural structures were built
magniﬁcent churches museums theatres street where they created their masterpieces by the famous
artists of the legendary writers of the great musicians. Boutique hotel on the ship Saint Andrew at any
time ready to meet the guests as the reception is open around the clock. To oﬀer our guests a cosy
restaurant - wi-ﬁ, a music room with a white piano, a cosy library with a cinema and concert hall. Art
hotel Saint Andrew ready to please you twelve comfortable rooms with a ﬂat-screen TV, private
shower room or bathroom with all necessary facilities. Decorated by professional designers in a
variety of styles for every room for your individual and unique allowing our guests feel special
comfortable. Rooms at the art hotel Saint Andre is decorated like a king on this it is our duty to
maintain cleanliness and order of our worthy guests. The hotel is on the boat and every day You can
admire the sunrise from the window of your room or dinner sitting on a luxurious summer terrace.
Also nearby is the gallery which organizes various exhibitions, concerts or other events to help our
guests to see Kiev from its cultural events. Location the Art hotel Saint Andrew creates the necessary
atmosphere for both leisure and work because the hotel is near to the center that will help easily
drive at any business center or the oﬃce of the city and near the river Dnepr that will serve as a way
relaxation and rest after a hard or ﬁlled with travel
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